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Abstract
We present a new technique for parameter synthesis under boolean
and quantitative objectives. The input to the technique is a “sketch”
— a program with missing numerical parameters — and a proba-
bilistic assumption about the program’s inputs. The goal is to au-
tomatically synthesize values for the parameters such that the re-
sulting program satisfies: (1) a boolean specification, which states
that the program must meet certain assertions, and (2) a quantitative
specification, which assigns a real valued rating to every program
and which the synthesizer is expected to optimize.

Our method — called smoothed proof search — reduces this
task to a sequence of unconstrained smooth optimization problems
that are then solved numerically. By iteratively solving these prob-
lems, we obtain parameter values that get closer and closer to meet-
ing the boolean specification; at the limit, we obtain values that
provably meet the specification. The approximations are computed
using a new notion of smoothing for program abstractions, where
an abstract transformer is approximated by a function that is con-
tinuous according to a metric over abstract states.

We present a prototype implementation of our synthesis proce-
dure, and experimental results on two benchmarks from the em-
bedded control domain. The experiments demonstrate the benefits
of smoothed proof search over an approach that does not meet the
boolean and quantitative synthesis goals simultaneously.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software/Program
Verification]: Correctness proofs; F.3.2 [Semantics of Program-
ming Languages]: Program analysis; I.2.2 [Automatic Program-
ming]: Program synthesis; I.2.3 [Deduction and Theorem Prov-
ing]: Uncertainty, “fuzzy,”, and probabilistic reasoning
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1. Introduction
Traditional reasoning tasks in formal methods are boolean: we are
asked to prove that a program satisfies a set of boolean properties
(program verification), or to realize a given logical specification in
the form of an implementation (program synthesis). However, in
many applications, boolean reasoning alone is not enough — we
also need quantitative reasoning.

The need for combined boolean and quantitative reasoning is
especially prominent in program synthesis. Here, a boolean speci-
fication is naturally used to set a “lower bound” on the desirability
of the synthesized implementation: “the program should at least
meet the following safety properties.” However, there can be many
implementations that meet these properties, and some of them are
more desirable than others. Given this, it is appropriate to con-
sider synthesis tasks where the synthesized implementation must
not only meet a boolean specification, but also be optimal with re-
spect to a quantitative objective [3, 6].

A plausible approach to solve such synthesis problems is to sep-
arately handle the boolean and quantitative goals, for example by
searching for candidates that are locally optimal with respect to the
quantitative criterion and then attempting to verify them against the
boolean specification. The disadvantage of this approach is that if
the search for a function that is good with respect to the quantita-
tive objective happens without regards to the subsequent verifica-
tion phase it may take a long time to find a solution that can be
verified. This suggests that a procedure for quantitative synthesis
should aim to meet its boolean and quantitative objectives simul-
taneously. The benefits of such an approach are corroborated by
prior work on (boolean) synthesis [28, 34], which combines syn-
thesis and verification to make the overall process more tractable.
In this paper, we offer such a combined verification and synthe-
sis procedure for the problem of synthesizing values for unknown
program parameters.

Specifically, we introduce smoothed proof search as a new tech-
nique to combine quantitative synthesis and verification. The key
idea here is to reduce the synthesis problem to a sequence of un-
constrained optimization problems where the objective function for
each problem is a continuous approximation of the boolean and
quantitative objectives. As the sequence progresses, the approxi-
mate objective gets closer to the original objective, and in the limit
the method finds parameters that provably meet the boolean spec-
ification. At the same time, the continuity of the approximations
lets us optimize them effectively using local numerical techniques,
which rely heavily on smoothness assumptions, and do poorly on
the discontinuous functions that programs often represent.



We clarify these ideas with a simple example. Suppose our goal
is to find the value of the parameter c in the procedure

double P (double x) {
c := ??;
if (x > c) { y := x + 1; } else { y := 10; }
return y

}

while satisfying the safety invariant B : (c − 10 ≤ y ≤ c + 10),
and a quantitative specification that states that the return value of
the procedure should be as low as possible. This is an example of
a verified parameter synthesis problem [25, 30, 32, 33]. The pro-
grammer has provided an implementation with missing numerical
parameters —also known as a “sketch” [30]— and the synthesis
problem is to find values for these parameters such that the result-
ing program satisfies the combined Boolean and quantitative spec-
ification.

The problem described above is not yet well defined, as there
are different ways to interpret the optimality requirement. One
interpretation is that the programmer wishes to minimize the worst-
case behavior of the system; alternatively, Chatterjee et al. [6]
have argued that a more natural goal is to optimize the expected
value of the output. This is potentially a harder problem, because it
requires knowledge of the distribution of its inputs, and it requires
an analysis capable of deriving the distribution of the outputs from
this input distribution. In this paper, we focus on this probabilistic
view of the problem; specifically, we focus on problems where the
input, say x, is drawn from a given probability distribution µx, and
the quantitative specification is that “The expected return value of
P on input x is minimal.” Because the analysis is probabilistic, the
boolean assertion can also be generalized to a probabilistic one.
This new assertion (call it ϕ) is “(c − 10 ≤ x ≤ c + 10) with
probability greater than or equal to a certain threshold θ.”

Our approach to this problem is a refinement of the follow-
ing idea. Using existing ideas on probabilistic abstract interpreta-
tion [20], we can symbolically represent the input distribution µx
of x, then compute an approximation P̃c(µx) of the actual distri-
bution of outputs Pc(x) of the program on input x drawn from the
distribution µx (these outputs depend on c; hence the subscript c
in Pc). From P̃ (µx, c), we can compute a sound upper bound p
on the probability with which Pc(x) violates the assertion B and
a real interval I such that the expectation of Pc(x) is guaranteed
to fall within I . Given this mapping from c 7→ (p, I), our goal is
to find a value of c that leads to low values of p as well as I . We
can frame this as a single-objective optimization problem where the
goal is to find a c that minimizes sup(I) + Penalty(p, θ), where
sup(I) is the least upper bound on I , Penalty(p, θ) is a penalty
function that is zero when p ≤ θ, and a large positive value (larger
than any upper bound on I) when p is larger than θ. Minimizing
this function gives us a value of c that is desirable according to the
quantitative criterion while satisfying the probabilistic assertion ϕ.

Numerical search techniques like gradient descent or Nelder-
Mead search [22] seem like the natural choice for solving this op-
timization problem, because even though they do not provide any
guarantees on the optimality of the result, they are known to work
well in practice when the function to optimize satisfies certain con-
tinuity requirements. These techniques cannot be applied directly,
though, because the results of abstract interpretation are highly dis-
continuous. To understand the source of the discontinuities, con-
sider our example program from before. Let us consider an ab-
stract interpretation where, following prior work [20], probability
distributions are approximated by structures that are essentially his-
tograms: disjunctions of pairs (Ei, wi), where each Ei is a set of
possible values for a random variable (a bin in the histogram), and
wi is an upper bound on the measure concentrated in Ei (i.e. the
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Figure 1. Example of probabilistic abstraction

probability that the value will fall in that bin). Fig. 1 depicts an ex-
ample abstraction of a continuous distribution by such a structure.

Now suppose the abstract state of x, right before the conditional
“if (x > c)” in our example program, is as in Fig. 1. Note that if
c is exactly 0.5, the probability that x > c will be bounded from
below by 0.23, but for any ε > 0, making c = 0.5 + ε will change
the lower bound on the probability to 0.02. This is because the
abstract state tells us that the probability of falling in the range
(0.5, 1.5] is 0.21, but the abstract state has lost the information
about the exact probability of falling between 0.5 and 0.5 + ε. This
property of the abstract domain makes the function c 7→ (p, I)
highly discontinuous.

Our approach overcomes this difficulty via a novel notion of
smoothing for abstract interpretations. Instead of using the abstract
transformer P̃c(µx) to generate a target for optimization, we use a
series of approximations to the abstract transformer that are con-
tinuous in the analytical sense. Because of the continuity of these
approximations, numerical optimization can be used to compute
high-quality minima in objectives generated from them.

We define these approximations by first defining “smooth”
analogs of the classic operators of abstract interpretation, such as
join and widening. The approximations are neither abstractions or
refinements of the sound abstraction P̃c — in fact, they bear no
resemblance to operations on abstract interpreters studied in the lit-
erature. Notably, each of them is an unsound abstraction. While this
may sound like a violation of our stated goals, it is not so. Each of
our approximations is parameterized by a real value β; in the limit
as β approaches zero, the approximations converge to P̃c. There-
fore, by iteratively finding local minima on objectives generated
from approximations parameterized by lower and lower values of
β, we can find parameters that are satisfy our boolean specification
with maximal probability. We call the above strategy for meeting a
combination of boolean and quantitative synthesis goals smoothed
proof search.

We have implemented our algorithm in the form of a tool called
FERMAT, built on top of the SKETCH program synthesizer. We have
used FERMAT to do verified parameter synthesis on two bench-
marks from the embedded control domain: a model of a thermostat
and a model of an aircraft controller. Our experiments show that
smoothing significantly improves the quality of parameters synthe-
sized through search, and that searching simultaneously with re-
spect to the boolean and quantitative objectives gives better results
than applying the two kinds of search in sequence.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce smoothed proof search, a new way to reconcile
boolean and quantitative reasoning in program synthesis. The
essence of the idea is to reduce a combination of proof and opti-
mization tasks to a sequence of smooth optimization problems.
• We present a concrete smoothed proof search algorithm for

verified parameter synthesis in programs with probabilistic in-
puts. We prove several properties of our algorithm, including



(a) soundness; and (b) the smoothness of the objectives that we
generate for numerical optimization.
• We present a prototype implementation of our algorithm, called

FERMAT, and perform case studies on two benchmarks from
the embedded control domain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we formulate our synthesis problem. In Section 3, we present
smoothed proof search as well as a concrete algorithm based on this
strategy. Section 4 presents the FERMAT system and experimental
results. Section 5 discusses related work; we conclude with some
discussion in Section 6. Finally, we had to omit proofs for most of
our theorems due to lack of space; these can be found in an online
technical report [7].

2. Problem formulation
In this section, we formalize the verified parameter synthesis prob-
lem. As outlined earlier, we will be focusing on the probabilistic
version of the problem where the goal is to meet the optimality cri-
terion on the average input. The key technical task of this section is
the definition of the probabilistic semantics.

Measures To define the semantics of our programs rigorously,
we need some definitions from probability theory. For brevity, we
only give the most essential of these definitions. A more thorough
treatment of this background material can be found in a textbook
such as Billingsley’s [2].

Definition 1 (Borel sets). A σ-algebra σ over Rn is a set of subsets
of Rn that contains ∅, and is closed under complementation and
countable union. The collection of Borel sets, denoted B, is the
smallest σ-algebra over Rn containing the open sets.

Examples of Borel sets include the set Rn, the set of all rational
vectors, and the sets of real vectors satisfying conjunctions or
disjunctions of polynomial inequalities (in practice, all subsets of
the reals of interest in program analysis).

Definition 2 (Measure). A (finite, nonnegative) measure µ (over
Rn) is a function µ : B → [0,+∞) such that: (1) µ(∅) = 0, and
(2) If (An)n∈N is a countable collection of disjoint subsets of Rn,
then µ(

⋃
n∈NAn) =

∑
n∈N µ(An).

The total weight of µ is ‖µ‖ = µ(Rn). If ‖µ‖ = 1, then µ
is a probability measure; if ‖µ‖ ≤ 1, then µ is a subprobability
measure. A measure µ over Rn is concentrated over a subset
Y ⊆ Rn if µ(Rn \ Y ) = 0. The support supp(µ) of a measure µ
is the least closed set Y ⊆ Rn such that µ is concentrated on Y .

Intuitively, if µ is a probability measure associated with a ran-
dom variable x, then µ(Y ) is the probability that x ∈ Y . Non-
probability measures µ formalize “unnormalized” probability dis-
tributions, where the probability of the “certain” event does not
have to be 1.

A function f : Rn → Rn is a measurable function if for all
Borel sets Y ⊆ Rn, f−1(Y ) is also a Borel set. For measurable
functions f : Rn → Rn and random variables x with measure µ,
we can define the expectation Eµ[f(x)] of f(x) by the standard
Lebesgue integral: Eµ[f(x)] =

∫
f dµ. All the functions that we

consider in this paper are measurable.

Programs Now we define the language (call it IMP) of programs
that we want to synthesize. IMP is a core imperative language with
standard control constructs. Programs here are allowed to update
n memory locations containing real values for a fixed but arbitrary
constant n; hence, the state of a program is described by a real
vector of length n. Assignments in the program correspond to affine
transformations applied to this vector.

Let us fix a single variable x, ranging over Rn, that stores
the state of a program. The syntax of Boolean expressions B and
programs S in IMP are given by:

B ::= tbv · x+ b0 > 0
S ::= skip | x := M · x+ c |

if B then S1 else S2 |
while B do S1 | S1;S2

where bv, c ∈ Rn, b0 ∈ R, M is a real matrix, and tbv denotes the
transpose of bv .

We assign a probabilistic concrete semantics [[S]] to each IMP
program S (we use [[S]]det whenever we need to refer to the stan-
dard non-probabilistic semantics). This semantics is defined as a
transformation on finite measures µ (i.e. measures with ‖µ‖ <∞).
Specifically, [[S]](µ) is the output probability measure of S when
applied to an input probability measure µ. The semantics of a
boolean expression b is a function [[b]] that maps the state vector
to a Boolean, but abusing notation, we also use [[b]] to denote the
set of vectors v that satisfy b.

We need some more notation. Given a matrix M and a set of
vectors U ⊆ Rn, we define M−1U = {v|Mv ∈ U} to be the
set of vectors that when multiplied times M produce a vector in
U . Note that this operation is well defined even for non-invertible
matrices. We also abuse notation by using (U−a) to refer to the set
{y− a|y ∈ U}. The probabilistic semantics of loop-free programs
is now given by the following rules:

[[skip]](µ) = µ

[[tbv · x+ b0 > 0]] = {x ∈ Rn|tbv · x+ b0 > 0}
[[x := Mx+ c]](µ) = λU.µ(M−1(U − c))

[[S1;S2]](µ) = [[S2]]([[S1]](µ))

[[if b then S1 else S2]](µ) = [[S1]](λU.µ(U ∩ [[b]]))

+[[S2]](λU.µ(U\[[b]]))
To give semantics to loops, let us define an operation stepS,b(µ) =
[[S]](λU.µ(U ∩ [[b]])). We use the notation stepnS,b to refer to the
composition of stepS,b n times, with step0

S,b being the identity
function. Now we define:

[[while b do S]](µ)(U) =

∞∑
n=0

stepnS,b(µ)(U\[[b]]).

The quantity stepnS,b(µ)(U\[[b]]) corresponds to the probability
that some initial state x will cause the loop to iterate exactly n
times and after those n iterations, the resulting state belongs to the
set U . For simplicity, in this paper we only consider programs S
that terminate on almost every input — i.e., the set of inputs on
which the program does not terminate is of measure 0.

Example 1. Suppose we are trying to analyze the program from
the introduction after having replaced c with 0.5.

if (x > 0.5) { y := x + 1; } else { y := 10; }

Now, suppose the input x is uniformly distributed over the range
[0, 10). The distribution can be represented by a probability mea-
sure µ(A) which for any setA produces the probability that x ∈ A.
In particular, for any interval (a, b) with 0 < a < b < 10,

µ((a, b)) =
b− a

10
.

For any set A that does not intersect [0, 10), µ(A) = 0.
According to the semantic rules, the distribution of the output y

is given by the following function:

µout = λU. µ(M−1
1 (U − 1) ∩ [0.5,∞))+

µ(M−1
2 (U − 10) ∩ (−∞, 0.5)).



NowM−1
1 (A) = A for anyA, and sinceM2 is the zero matrix,

M−1
2 (A) = R if 0 ∈ A, and is the empty set otherwise. Thus, on

the range (1.5, 2), we have

µout((1.5, 2)) = µ((0.5, 1.0) ∩ [0.5,∞)) + µ(∅ ∩ (−∞, 0.5))

= µ((0.5, 1.0)) = 0.05

and on the range (9, 12), we have

µout((9, 12)) = µ((8, 11) ∩ [0.5,∞)) + µ(R ∩ (−∞, 0.5))

= µ((8, 11)) + µ((−∞, 0.5)) = 0.25

i.e. the probability of the output being between 9 and 12 is 0.25,
while the probability of the output being between 1.5 and 2.0 is
0.05.

Lemma 1 (Properties of concrete semantics). The concrete seman-
tics of IMP satisfies the following properties. For all programs S,

[[S]](µ1 + µ2) = [[S]](µ1) + [[S]](µ2)

‖µ1‖ = ‖[[S]](µ1)‖

Moreover, [[S]](µ)(U) = µ([[S]]−1
det(U)), where [[·]]det stands for

the usual deterministic semantics of programs.

Sketches A sketch is an IMP program with missing parameters.
Formally, let H be a special name for a variable storing an n-
tuple of (missing) control parameters. We define an implementa-
tion sketch (or simply a sketch) to be a term SH with the syntax

B ::= tbv · x+ tb′v ·H + b0 > 0
SH ::= skip |

x := M · x+M ′ ·H + c |
if B then S1H else S2H |
while B do S1H | S1H ;S2H

where bv, c, b′v ∈ Rn, b0 ∈ R, and M,M ′ are real matrices. By
substituting H by a constant vector c in SH , we obtain an IMP
program. We denote this program by SH [H 7→ c] or Sc. Note that
as the sketch performs only linear operations inH , we can treat the
concatenation ofH and x as a state vector; the sketch then becomes
a standard IMP program S(x : H) on that extended vector.

Assertions A (probabilistic) assertion for a program S is a pair
ϕ = (B; θ), where B is a boolean expression in IMP and 0 ≤ θ ≤
1 is a constant.

Definition 3 (Satisfaction). A measure µ satisfies ϕ = (B; θ) if
µ([[B]]) ≥ θ. A program S satisfiesϕ on the input µ if µ′ = [[S]](µ)
satisfies ϕ. Intuitively, if S satisfies ϕ under µ, then the probability
that the assertion B will hold on termination of S is greater than or
equal to θ. Also, note that if θ = 1, then ϕ is a non-probabilistic
assertion that is expected to be true for all inputs allowed by the
distribution.

For simpler notation, we only allow assertions as postconditions
in the formal exposition of our method. However, our method easily
extends to requirements asserted at intermediate labels within a
program, and such assertions are permitted in our implementation.

Error value Our programs compute an error value, i.e. a real
value reflecting how close the behavior was to the ideal. In general,
we assume that there is an error function Err(x) that computes
the error value from the final state of the program. Usually, the
error value will just be stored as one of the components of the state
vector; for example, if the program is storing the error value in the
first component of the state vector, Err(x) = δ0 · x, where δ0 is
the Kronecker delta.

Parameter synthesis Now we define the parameter synthesis
problem that we solve.

Problem 1 (Verified parameter synthesis). Given an implementa-
tion sketch P , an input measure µ (assumed to be of bounded sup-
port for technical convenience), and a boolean requirement ϕ, find
a vector c ∈ Rn such that:

1. [Boolean goal] Sc = SH [H 7→ c] satisfies ϕ on input µ.
2. [Quantitative goal] The expected error value produced by
Sc is minimal. Formally, c = argminc Φ(c), where Φ(c) =
E[[Sc]](µ)[Err(x)] is the expected value of component zero of x
according to the output distribution of Sc.

If we use Sc(x) as a shorthand for Err([[Sc]]det(x)), i.e. the
function that maps an input to its error value, then it is easy to
prove that E[[Sc]](µ)[Err(x)] = Eµ[Sc(x)], so we will use the two
notations interchangeably.

Example 2. Let us go back to th e example in the introduction:

if (x > c) { y := x + 1; } else { y := 10; }

The Boolean goal can be expressed as ϕ : ((c − 10 ≤ y ≤
c + 10); 1.0). As in Example 1, let us assume that the input x is
distributed uniformly within [0, 10).

The probability of passing the assertion at the end of the pro-
gram is equal to µout([c − 10, c + 10]), and the expected final
value of y is Eµout [y] (because our stated goal is to minimize the
output y, Err(y) is just the identity function). For this simple pro-
gram, both of these functions can be computed from the definition
of µout.

Using Lebesgue integration, we see that when 0 ≤ c ≤ 10 the
expected value as a function of c is:∫

y dµout = 5.05 + (c+ 1)− (c+ 1)2

20

So, for example, when c = 1, the expected value is 6.85, and when
c = 9, the expected value is 10.05.

From this, we can see that in order to minimize the output y
while preserving the invariant, we need to set c = 1. Any value of
c lower than 1 will reduce the probability of satisfying the invariant
below 1. On the other hand, any value of c in (1, 10] will lead to a
higher expected value of y by the above calculation, and if c > 10,
then the output will be the constant 10.

Example 3 (Thermostat). Let us now understand our problem
statement using a “real” example — a controller for a thermostat.
The thermostat has two inputs: a target temperature ltarget for the
room, and the value lin of the outside temperature. These two inputs
are probabilistic, because while we do not know what the outside
or the target temperatures will be at a given time, we can collect
statistics from the local weather and user’s preferences to determine
an expected distribution of these input values. The joint distribution
µ on lin and ltarget is assumed to be given.

The output of the program is the difference between the real
temperature and the target temperature over a period of time, and
the goal is to design a thermostat that will minimize the expected
value of this error.

A natural partial implementation for our controller1 is in Fig. 2.
Here the placeholders ??(c1,c2) stand for missing real-valued
parameters; by using a placeholder like the above, the programmer
communicates the additional insight that the parameter is likely to
lie in the interval [c1, c2]. The code captures the simple high-level
insight that a thermostat is a system with two discrete modes: one
where the heater it controls is off and one where the heater is on.
When the temperature goes above a certain threshold tOff, it is
appropriate to turn off the heater; when the room temperature is
below a certain tOn, the heater must come back on.

1 This code is written in SKETCH [30]—the language used in our
implementation—but is easily translated to IMP.



double thermostat(double lin, double ltarget) {
double h = ??(0,10);
double tOn = ltarget + ??(-10,0);
double tOff = ltarget + ??(0,10);
double isOn = 0.0; double K = 0.1; double curL = lin;
assert(tOn < tOff; 0.9); assert(h > 0; 0.9);
assert(h < 20; 0.9);
for(int i = 0; i < 40; i = i + 1) {

if(isOn > 0.5) {
curL = curL + (h - K * (curL - lin));
if(curL > tOff) { isOn = 0.0; }

} else {
curL = curL - K * (curL - lin);
if(curL < tOn) { isOn = 1.0; } }

assert(curL < 120; 0.9); }
Error = abs(curL - ltarget);
return Error;

}

Figure 2. Sketch of a thermostat. abs is the absolute value func-
tion.

The synthesis problem is to find values for tOn and tOff, as well
the heat h given off by the heater in each time step, such that the
following two conditions are satisfied. First, after 40 steps the tem-
perature of the room should be as close to the target as possible; this
is the Error value computed by the sketch. Second, the values of
the parameters must be such that if the inputs follow a distribution
µ, then the controller provably satisfies each probabilistic assertion
in the sketch—e.g., the property that the temperature curL should
be below 120◦ with probability > 0.9.

3. Smoothed proof search
In this section, we describe the smoothed proof search approach
to verified parameter synthesis. Of the two goals in the statement
of the problem, we view the boolean requirement as a minimum
requirement on the solutions, and guarantee that every solution
satisfies it. However, the quantitative goal is met approximately
using local optimization, and substantiated empirically. This choice
is akin to how in most program analyses, one guarantees soundness
but leaves completeness as an empirical consideration.

Formally, suppose we are given an instance of an optimal syn-
thesis problem 〈SH , ϕ, µ〉, where the components of the tuple have
meanings as before. Let ϕ = (B, θ), and for any c ∈ Rn, let
Sc = SH [H 7→ c].

Now, suppose we have a way to compute both the expected error
value at the end of the execution as well as the probability that the
execution value satisfies B, both as a function of c.

Φ(c) = E[[Sc]](µ)[Err(x)] ∆(c) = P[[[Sc]](µ) satisfies B]

The goal is to find a c that minimizes Φ(c) under the constraint
that ∆(c) < θ. We can also frame this as an unconstrained, single-
objective optimization problem by introducing a penalty term when
∆(c) ≥ θ. Specifically, such a problem can have the form:

min
c

(Φ(c) + Penalty(∆(c), θ)) .

where Penalty(p, θ) is 0 for p ≤ θ and an arbitrarily large positive
value for p > θ.

Our smoothed proof search algorithm addresses two challenges
faced in solving the optimization problem above. The first chal-
lenge is that computing the true values of Φ and ∆ is prohibitively
expensive, so we need to have sound approximations that can be
computed efficiently but can still guarantee that the result does in-
deed satisfy the probability bound. Second, while local numerical
search algorithms — such as Nelder-Mead simplex search — are
the only reasonable way of solving the problem, these algorithms

Algorithm 1 Smoothed proof search

1. Initialize Inc to a random value.

2. Let β0, β1, . . . , βm be a series of values where β0 is a heuris-
tically chosen real constant and βi = β0 ∗ κi for a constant
0 < κ < 1, and βm is the first βi below a certain threshold εβ

3. For β in β0, β1, . . . , βm:

(a) Obtain representations of Φ#
β (c) and ∆#

β (c). Let IΦ
β = Φ#

β (c)

and I∆
β = ∆#

β (c).

(b) Set G := λ(c).(sup(IΦ
β ) + Penalty#

β (max(I∆
β ), θ)).

(c) Minimize G using local numerical search, starting from the
initial point Inc. Let c∗ = argmincG(c)

(d) Set Inc := c∗

4. Verify that Sc∗ satisfies ϕ. If this fact can be proved, then
terminate; report c∗ as the optimal parameter value. Otherwise,
go to step 1.

rely very strongly on the continuity of the objective function. Due
to the presence of braching control constructs, this assumption does
not hold in our setting.

The key idea behind our algorithm is to derive a set of continu-
ous approximations to Φ(c) and ∆(c). The approximations Φ#

β (c)

and ∆#
β (c) are continuous but unsound approximations of Φ(c)

and ∆(c) parameterized by value β that controls the degree of ap-
proximation. Specifically, Φ#

β maps each control parameter value
to an interval IΦ

β , and ∆#
β maps each control parameter value to an

interval I∆
β . For values of β > 0, the mappings Φ#

β and ∆#
β are

continuous, and bigger values of β will lead to “smoother” func-
tions that are easier to optimize numerically. In the limit as β goes
to zero, on the other hand, the intervals returned by the approxima-
tions converge to sound bounds over the original functions Φ and
∆. In other words:

• Let limβ→0 Φ#
β (c) = IΦ

0 . Then Φ(c) ∈ IΦ
0 .

• Let limβ→0 ∆#
β (c) = I∆

0 . Then ∆(c) ∈ I∆
0 .

Thus, bigger values of β make numerical optimization easier, while
small values of β make the function closer to the sound but discon-
tinuous approximation we would like to optimize.

Finally, the function Penalty(p, θ) is also a source of discon-
tinuity, so it is approximated by a smooth function Penalty#

β (p, θ).
In particular, we use an approximation of the form Penalty#

β (p, θ) =
sigmoid(p, θ, β), where sigmoid(p, θ, β) is a smooth sigmoid (S-
shaped) function that monotonically increases in value with p, has
a single inflection point at p = θ, and smoothly approaches the
function Penalty(p, θ) as β → 0.

We exploit these properties in our smoothed proof search algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1). Note that, while the abstraction of the error
function returns an interval, the algorithm optimizes the supremum
or least upper bound on this interval (i.e., if IΦ

β = (lΦβ , h
Φ
β ), then

we optimize hΦ
β ). However, in principle we could have also chosen

to optimize a different real objective derived from the interval. On
the other hand, it is important that we optimize the upper bound
sup I∆

β on the probability of assertion failure, because our goal is
to guarantee that the probability of error is below the threshold.

The check in step 4 of our algorithm is important because the
bounds computed by approximation G in Step 3 are not sound ap-
proximations: the interval IΦ

βm may not bound the value of Φ(c),



and the interval I∆
βm may not bound the the value of ∆(c). How-

ever, we can show that as β approaches zero, the approximation
converges to sound bounds. Thus, step 4 can be seen to be a “limit”
of the iteration in Step 3.

Now we show how to compute Φ#
β and ∆#

β using abstract
interpretation. In Section 3.1, we give a method to compute sound
bounds for the expected value of a function on an input measure.
The procedure that computes sound bounds is discontinuous, so
the parameter β does not play a role here. (However, the soundness
of the procedure means that we can use it in the verification step
— Step 4 — in the algorithm.) Subsequently, in Section 3.2, we
present our method for smooth approximation of programs.

3.1 Sound but discontinuous domain
Our abstract interpretation for computing sound (but discontinu-
ous) bounds on the expected output of a program builds on the
work of Monniaux [20]. We improve upon this work by leverag-
ing an assumption of structured control flow to handle conditionals
more precisely.

Abstract states An abstract state in our domain is a tuple of the
form A = (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}). Here I is a set of indices; for
each index i ∈ I there is exactly one weight wi, one fraction pi
and one subset Ei of Rn.

The meaning of each of these components is best understood by
defining the concretization function γ, which maps abstract states
to sets of sub-probability measures over Rn:

γ((I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})) =

{µ | µ =
∑
i∈I µi ∧ ∀i ∈ I : supp(µi) ⊆ Ei ∧ ||µi|| ≤ wi

∧ pi = 0⇒ µi = 0 ∧ pi = 1⇒ ||µi|| = wi}

In other words, the measure can be decomposed into a sum
of component measures µi, where each of these components is
concentrated in the set Ei. The values pi carry information about
abstraction precision and are one of the distinguishing features of
our abstract domain compared to that of Monniaux. Each pi lies
between 0 and 1; when pi is 0 or 1, we know that the total weight
of the corresponding component µi is respectively 0 and the full
weight (wi). An intermediate value means that we don’t know the
precise value of ||µi|| but we have a bound on it.

As we saw in the introduction, when n = 1 and each Ei is
an interval, the abstract state is essentially a histogram; each Ei
corresponds to a bucket in the histogram, and the value wi bounds
the total area of the ith bar in the histogram—or if p = 1, wi
gives the exact area of that bar. The abstract domain allows us to
symbolically propagate this “histogram” through the program. As
this histogram passes through branches, we lose certainty about the
weight in any given bucket Ei. To see why, suppose the branch
condition b has an intersection with Ei. Given that we do not know
how the measure onEi is distributed, we do not know if the weight
on b ∩ Ei is the total initial weight on Ei.

However, note that by the time the abstract interpretation
reaches the end of the branch, this lost certainty is once again
regained. This is because, by this point, all the paths into which
Ei could have been split within the branch-statement have been
joined. Thus, we know that the total weight on Ei at this point is
the same as the initial weight on Ei.

Formally, the partial order v over the abstract states is defined
as follows:

(I, {wi}{pi}, {Ei}) v (I, {wi}, {qi}, {Fi}) ⇔
∀i ∈ I : pi vp qi ∧ Ei ⊆ Fi

where the relation vp is defined as

a vp b =

 true if a = b
true if b /∈ {0, 1}
false otherwise.

It is important to note a few properties about the partial order.
First, note that the partial order is only defined when the abstract
states share the same sets I and wi. In principle, it is possible
to provide a more general partial order that also relates abstract
states with different index sets and weights, but for the purpose
of our analysis, this partial order will suffice. The second point to
note is the rationale behind the definition of vp. The main idea
is that when pi ∈ {0, 1}, it restricts the set of measures in the
concretization, but if pi has a fractional value, it is inconsequential.

Example 4. Consider abstract states A and B below:

A:

IA = {0}
wA0 = 0.5

pA0 = 1/2

EA0 = [0, 2.5]

B:

IB = {0}
wB0 = 0.5

pB0 = 1/4

EB0 = [0, 2.5]

In this case, both pA0 and pB0 are fractional, so the concretization
of both abstract states is the same and hence A vp B even
though they have different values of pi. If pA0 were equal to 1, the
concretization of A would be a subset of the concretization of B,
so A vp B would still hold. However, if pB0 was to equal 1 or 0,
the partial order would only hold if pA0 was also made equal to pB0 .

Abstraction of loop-free programs The abstract semantics of
loop-free programs is given by the following rules:

• [[x := Mx+ c]](I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})
= (I, {wi}, {pi}, {MEi + c})

• [[S1;S2]](I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})
= [[S2]]([[S1]](I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}).

•
[[if b then S1else S2]](I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})

= [[S1]](I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }) t
[[S2]](I, {wi}, {p¬bi }, {E¬bi }).

Here

pbi =

 0 if [[b]] ∩ Ei = ∅
pi if Ei ⊆ [[b]]
pi/2 otherwise

and p¬bi is defined in an analogous way. The setEbi is some superset
of Ei ∩ [[b]]. The operator t on abstract states is defined as follows:

(I, {wi}, {pai }, {Eai }) t (I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }) =
(I, {wi}, {pai + pbi}, {join(pai , E

a
i , p

b
i , E

b
i )})

where

join(pai , E
a
i , p

b
i , E

b
i ) =

{x | (x ∈ Eai ∧ pai > 0) ∨ (x ∈ Ebi ∧ pbi > 0)}.
Finally, the notation MEi + c is used to describe the set of points
{Mx+ c | x ∈ Ei}.

Note how the propagation of abstract states through a branch
(say with condition b) tracks precision information. If [[b]] ∩ Ei
is either empty or equal to Ei, we have not lost any precision
by propagation through the branch condition. However, if these
conditions not hold, then we have lost precision, and this is tracked
by shrinking pi by half. Note also that the t operator ensures that
we will regain this lost precision at the end of the branch.

We observe that t is not actually a join operation in the tradi-
tional sense, because pbi + p¬bi = pi and we could have pi vp pbi .



We refer to this operation as a subjoin because it produces a more
precise result than the join. However, the result is still sound be-
cause of the relationship between the distributions from the two
branches as we prove in the appendix. The use of a sub-join op-
eration and the use of the values pi to help track the precision of
the approximation are the main distinguishing features between our
method and prior work on probabilistic abstract interpretation by
Monniaux [20].

We also observe that t is defined only when for all i, pai +pbi ≤
1. It so happens that at any step where the t operation is applied,
this condition holds. Specifically, t is used only on abstract states
computed from two conditional branches. As abstract interpretation
of assignments preserves the values of {pi}, the {pi} resulting
from both branches will sum to the ones before the branch, which
was already lower than 1. The rationale behind the definition of the
subjoin is illustrated by the following example.

Example 5. Consider a simple code fragment:

if (x >= 0.5) { x = x + 10; }

Now, suppose the abstract state before the if statement is

(I = {0}, w0 = 1.0, p0 = 1, E0 = [0, 1])

That means that x will fall between 0 and 1, but the abstract state
has no information about the exact distribution of x in that range.
Now, inside the conditional, the abstract state is

(I = {0}, w0 = 1.0, p0 = 1/2, E0 = [0.5, 1])

i.e. x is now between 0.5 and 1, but we don’t know the probability
that the branch was taken; all we know is that it is bounded by 1.
This uncertainty is reflected by the fractional value of p0. After the
branch, the new abstract state will be:

(I = {0}, w0 = 1.0, p0 = 1, E0 = [0, 0.5) ∪ [10.5, 11])

Note that p0 is again 1, because even though the probability of
taking each side of the conditional is unknown, we do know that
the probabilities add up to w0, so after the two branches merge, we
know that the probability of x ∈ E0 is exactly w0.

While loops. Let us now define the abstract semantics of while-
loops. First we define an abstract step operation:

step((I, wi, pi, Ei)) = [[S]](I, wi, p
b
i , E

b
i ).

The transformations (stepn)n∈N generate a sequence of abstract
states, ((I, {wi}, {pi,n}, {Ei,n})), that are visited in succession in
an abstract execution. Now we have:

[[while b do S]](I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}) =

(I, {wi}, {pi}, {∇((E¬bi,n)n∈N)})

where∇((E¬bi,n)n∈N) is a superset of
⋃
n∈NEi,n ∩ [[¬b]]. The con-

crete definition of∇ relies on a widening policy (see Section 3.2).
We can prove the following properties of the abstract domain.

(For proofs, see the technical report version of the paper [7].)

Theorem 1. Let S be any IMP program. For each abstract stateA
and for µ ∈ γ(A), we have [[S]](µ) ∈ γ([[S]](A)).

Theorem 2. Consider an abstract state (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})
such that for all i ∈ I we have pi = 1, and µ is a probabil-
ity measure in the abstract state’s concretization. Then Eµ[xk] ≤∑
i∈I sup(δkEi)wi, where δk is the function mapping x to its kth

component xk, and sup(δkEi) is the supremum of the kth compo-
nent over the set Ei.

Theorem 3. Let A be an event, and µ a probability measure in
the concretization of an abstract state (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}). Then
Pµ[A] ≤

∑
i∈IA

wi, where IA = {i | Ei ∩A 6= ∅}.

The above theorems lead to a strategy for sound verification
of probabilistic assertions ϕ = (B, θ). Given an input measure
µ, let us abstract µ into an abstract state Aµ, then use abstract
interpretation to compute [[S]](Aµ) = (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}). Let
us certify the program as satisfying ϕ if

∑
i∈ID wi ≤ θ, where

ID = {i | Ei ∩ [[B]] 6= ∅}. From the above theorems, this strategy
is sound — i.e., a program certified as satisfying ϕ does, in fact,
satisfy ϕ.

This strategy is used to implement Step 4 of the smoothed proof
search algorithm (Algorithm 1). By the argument given above, we
have:

Theorem 4 (Soundness). If Algorithm 1 returns a value c∗ of
the missing parameters, then the implementation Sc∗ satisfies the
assertion ϕ.

Ellipsoid Domain: Representing sets of points. The abstract do-
main described above assumes we have a representation of the sets
Ei that can be manipulated efficiently. Our algorithm represents
these sets as ellipsoids, or n-dimensional generalizations of el-
lipses. This choice is a matter of pragmatics rather than fundamen-
tals. The reason we use ellipsoids — as opposed to other natural
choices like polytopes — is that they offer an attractive tradeoff be-
tween efficiency and precision. For instance, with ellipsoids, com-
puting volumes (an essential step for us) is inexpensive, whereas
for polytopes, volume computations are #P-hard. We note that effi-
ciency considerations are especially important in our setting, where
an abstract interpretation is performed on every query from the top-
level numerical search routine, and the total number of calls to the
abstract interpreter can be in the hundreds/thousands.

Formally, we represent each set Ei as a collection of N -
dimensional open ellipsoids Ei = {Oi,j}. Each ellipsoid is repre-
sented by a pair O = 〈M, t〉 of an invertible matrix and a vector.
The pair represents a set of points defined as follows:

〈M, t〉 = {x | ∃r. x = Mr + t ∧ ‖r‖ ≤ 1}.

We also have a special non-ellipsoid element >, standing for Rn.
The abstract semantics requires the following operations on the

sets Ei: (1) computing the image of set under an affine transfor-
mation; (2) checking whether the intersection Ei ∩ [[b]] for boolean
tests b is empty, and computing the setsEbi andE¬bi , (3) the subjoin
operation, and (4) the∇ operator for loops.

Of these, affine transformations of ellipsoids can be performed
exactly in most cases. The one exception is non-invertible assign-
ments, which generate “flat” ellipsoids whose axes along some di-
mensions equal zero. Our algorithm overapproximates such ellip-
soids by ones where each axis is nonzero. For the special case when
an ellipsoid equals >, the transformation returns >.

For testing intersections, suppose b equals tbv · x + bo > 0.
Therefore, [[b]]∩〈M, t〉 is nonempty iff ∃r s.t. tbv(Mr+t)+bo >
0 ∧ ‖r‖ = 1. A solution for r in the above equation will exist if
and only if we have ‖tMbv‖+ (tbv · t+ bo) > 0. By running this
check, we can determine if the intersection is empty or not.

As for the sets Ebi and E¬bi , we could retain soundness by
setting them both to Ei. However, in practice, we achieve higher
precision by setting Ebi and E¬bi to the minimum-volume enclosing
ellipsoids (MVEEs) of the setsEi∩[[b]] andEi∩[[¬b]], respectively.
We can compute these MVEEs by symbolically transformingEi —
we skip the details.

The subjoin operation is accomplished by simply concatenating
the lists of ellipsoids from the two abstract states. If one of the
arguments is >, then it returns >. Finally, the∇ operator for loops
is defined via loop unrolling. We define the ∇ operator in such a
way that it is equivalent to replacing the loop by the unrolling of
its n0 first iterations, and to return > in the abstract for the branch
corresponding to non-termination in n0 iterations.



a) x0 := x0 + 2
3
x1 + 4

2 2
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b)
if (2 ∗ x1 + x0 − 7 > 0)

x1 := x1 + 2
else x0 := x0 − 2

Figure 3. Effect of different statements on ellipsoid domain

Fig. 3 illustrates abstract interpretation using the above domain.
Part (a) shows the way an assignment transforms an abstract state
with two ellipsoids. Fig. 3-(b) shows the effect of an if-statement.
The ellipsoid E2 that straddles the boundary is split into two parts,
with each part translated by the assignment in the corresponding
branch. This means that at the join point, the set E2 now comprises
two ellipsoids, while the sets E1 and E3 still have one each.

3.2 Continuous approximation
The abstract domain described so far is sound but discontinuous:
small changes to a program’s inputs could lead to an arbitrarily
large change to the expected output. Discontinuities mostly come
from ellipsoids appearing and disappearing from the sets Ei. For
example, in program (b) on figure Fig. 3, a small change to x0

that caused ellipsoid 2 to fall entirely below the x + 2y > 7 line
will cause ellipsoid 2′ to suddenly vanish from final abstract state.
This will result in a discontinuity of sup(δ0E2) relative to x0 and
therefore also in the bound computed for E[x0]. This is the same
effect that was illustrated in the introduction with a one dimensional
example where the ellipsoids become intervals.

Now we give a domain called smooth ellipsoids that provides
a continuous, unsound approximation of the above domain. We
call the abstract semantics under the smooth ellipsoids domain
the smooth semantics [[·]]β . As stated earlier, the approximation is
parameterized by a value β that controls the degree of smoothing.
As β approaches zero, the domain converges to the sound domain
of Section 3.1.

Compared to the original domain, the smooth ellipsoids do-
main now associates with each ellipsoid in the set Ei a measure
αi,j ∈ [0, 1] that reflects how close each ellipsoid is from dis-
appearing. Specifically, each Ei now corresponds to a multiset
Ei = {(Oi,j , αi,j)}. The smooth semantics [[·]]β will modify Oi,j
as before; the αi,j will be initialized to one for all ellipsoids and
will be unaffected by assignments but modified by branches. For
example, the rule for if-statements will now be as follows:

[[if b then S1else S2]]β(I, {wi}, {pi}, {(Oi,j , αi,j)}) =

[[S1]]β(I, {wi}, {pbi}, {(Oi,j , ρβ(Oi,j , b) ∗ αi,j)})
t [[S2]]β(I, {wi}, {p¬bi }, {(Oi,j , ρβ(Oi,j ,¬b) ∗ αi,j)}).

The t operation at the end of the if-statement will be computed
as before, by taking the union of the sets of ellipsoids for each
Ei for which pi is not zero. As for ρβ , it is a special continuous

function. Because the arguments of ρβ are sets, its continuity needs
to be defined with respect to a metric on sets. We choose this metric
to be the Hausdorff metric, defined below:

Definition 4 (Hausdorff distance). LetA andB be two non-empty
subsets of Rn. The Hausdorff distance DH(A,B) between A and
B is defined by

DH(A,B) = inf
r∈R+

{A ⊆ Br ∧B ⊆ Ar}

whereAr is defined as {x|∃y ∈ A : ||x−y|| ≤ r}. In other words,
the distance betweenA andB is the smallest r such that if we draw
a halo of width r aroundA, the halo will containB, and if we draw
a halo of width r around B, the halo will contain A.

Formally, the function ρβ is a function with the following prop-
erties:

• ρβ is continuous with respect to the Hausdorff distance.

• ρβ(Oi,j , b) =

{
0 if Oi,j ∩ [[b]] = ∅
1 if Oi,j ⊆ [[b]].

• As β approaches zero, ρβ should smoothly approximate the
following function:

ρ0(Oi,j , b) =

{
0 if Oi,j ∩ [[b]] = ∅
1 otherwise.

• Ox ∩ [[b]] ⊆ Oy ∩ [[b]]⇒ ρβ(Ox, b) ≤ ρβ(Oy, b)

• For all invertible affine transformations f ,

ρβ(f(Ox), b ◦ f−1) = ρβ(Ox, b).

In other words, ρβ is stable under affine transformation.

(The last requirement is not needed by our proofs, but expresses the
fact that we do not want our abstraction to behave differently over
programs that are affine transformations of each other.)

The properties imply that if px is equal to zero in an abstract
state (I, {wi}, {pi}, {(Oi,j , αi,j)}), then all the αx,j will be equal
to zero as well because the condition under which pi becomes zero
are the same as those under which ρβ becomes zero.

There are many functions that satisfy the above criteria for ρβ .
A natural choice, which we use in practice, is

ρβ(O, b) =

{
min(1,

V (O∩[[b]])
f(β)V (O)

) if O is finite

1− f(β) if O is the universal set

where f(β) = min(1/2, λβ) and λ is a constant parameter. Here,
V (S) stands for the n-dimensional volume of a subset S of Rn.

Initial distribution A sketch Sc(x) takes two different kinds of
inputs: x and c. The initial distribution for inputs x is known
and is given as part of the problem definition, but c is unknown.
Previous work on smooth interpretation [8] showed that as the
search algorithms tries different values ci for parameter c, it can get
better information about the function to be optimized by executing
on a distribution centered at ci. In our context, this means that
the initial distribution must be a product between the initial input
distribution µ and a distribution µ(ci,β) centered at ci and with
variance proportional to β. Since we are interested in an abstraction
of µ × µ(ci,β), we need a sound product operation over abstract
states. In general, this is defined as

Aµ ×Aµ(ci,β)
= (I, wai , p

a
i , E

a
i )× (J,wbj , p

b
j , E

b
j ) =

(I × J,wai wbj , pai pbj , Eai × Ebj ).
However, ellipsoids are not closed under cross product; e.g. in

the one dimensional case, the product of two ellipsoids [−a, a] and
[−b, b] is a rectangle. Instead of overapproximating this rectangle



with a bigger ellipsoid, we actually underapproximate it by the
largest ellipsoid enclosed by the rectangle. This is unsound in
general, but it becomes sound in the limit as β approaches zero.

As for Aµ(ci,β)
, for our experiments, we use

Aµ(ci,β)
= ({0}, {w0 = 1}, {p0 = 1}, {E(ci,β)

0 })

where E(ci,β)
0 is the sphere centered at ci with radius β.

Continuity of [[·]]β Now we establish the continuity of our do-
main. For space reasons, we only offer a proof sketch of the central
theorem behind this property. Full proofs are available in the tech-
nical report version of the paper [7].

In order to prove continuity, we first need to define a dis-
tance metric D(Aa,Ab) between two abstract states Aa =
(Ia, {wai }, {pai }, {Eai }) andAb = (Ib, {wbj}, {pbj}, {Ebi }), where
the sets E are represented as weighted sets of ellipsoids Exi =
{(Oxi,j , αxi,j)} as discussed earlier.

Definition 5 (Distance). We define the distance to be∞ between
two abstract states with different index sets or different wxi . When
index sets and wxi are identical, the distance D(Aa,Ab) between
two abstract states is defined by the following equation:

max
i

min
σi

∑
j

D((Oai,j , α
a
i,j), (O

b
i,σi(j), α

b
i,σi(j)))

where the σi-s are bijective functions. The distance between two
weighted ellipsoids is defined in terms of the Hausdorff distance
DH between ellipsoids.

D((Oa, αa), (Ob, αb)) =
min(DH(Oa, Ob) + |αa − αb|,max(αa, αb)).

The definition assumes without loss of generality that match-
ing Ei are represented by the same number of ellipsoids. If this
is not the case, we pad with extra ellipsoids with α = 0. The
choice of the extra ellipsoid does not affect the distance measure
because when one of the alphas, say αa equals zero, the distance
D((Oa, αa), (Ob, αb)) always equals the other alpha αb irrespec-
tive of Oa.

At a high-level, given two abstract states with matching index
sets, the definition above computes the distance for each index
independently and returns the minimum over all of them. For a
given index, the distance function tries to produce the best match
between ellipsoids in one state and ellipsoids in the other. For each
pair of ellipsoids and their alphas, the distance is dictated by the
magnitude of the alphas when the ellipsoids are far apart, and by
the distance between the ellipsoids when the ellipsoids are very
close together.

Our continuity theorem requires the introduction of an addi-
tional technical condition known as boundedness.

Definition 6 (Bounded states). Let B be an Euclidean ball; an
abstract state is B-bounded if Oi,j ⊆ B for all finite ellipsoids
Oi,j with non-zero measure αi,j that are part of the abstract state.
A set of abstract states is bounded if all the abstract states in the set
are B-bounded for some Euclidian ball B.

The boundedness condition in the definition of continuity is
there because of the previously mentioned property that when dis-
tances between ellipsoids are large, the distance metric is domi-
nated by alpha. This means that for any ε it is possible to find states
that are ε-close to AE but whose ellipsoids are arbitrarily far and
such states could violate the continuity property. Such states, ly-
ing outside the B-ball, however, are not relevant from the point of
view of smoothed proof search, so this definition of continuity is
sufficient for us.

Now we establish that the abstract semantic function [[·]]β is
continuous over bounded sets.

Theorem 5. For any ball B, any ε and any B-bounded AE there
exists a δ such that for all B-bounded AF ,

D(AE ,AF ) < δ ⇒ D([[S]]β(AE), [[S]]β(AF )) < ε.

Also, the abstract semantics maps bounded sets to bounded sets.

Proof. (Sketch). We only prove the theorem for loop-free pro-
grams. The proof is by induction on the execution of the abstract
interpretation. The base case corresponds to assignments; as assign-
ments are linear, the property clearly holds for them.

The interesting inductive case corresponds to conditionals. Let
B be any euclidean ball, ε any positive real, and (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})
be any B-bounded abstract state. We have

[[if b then S1 else S2]]β(I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}) =

[[S1]]β(I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }) t
[[S2]]β(I, {wi}, {p¬bi }, {E¬b})

where Ebi is defined as {((OEi,j)b, ρβ(Oi,j , b) ∗ αEi,j)} from Ei =

{(0Ei,j , αEi,j)}.
By the induction hypothesis, [[S1]]β and [[S2]]β are continuous

maps from bounded sets to bounded sets. So we only need prove
this property for t and the functions (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}) →
(I, {wi}, {pb

′
i }, {Eb

′
i }), where b′ ∈ {b,¬b}.

Let us first focus ont. The only possible source of discontinuity
comes from the fact that we only merge components with pi 6= 0.
However, when pi = 0, every αi,j = 0, so distance between
union with and without this component is 0. So it is equivalent
to componentwise multiset union, which is obviously continuous
over the pairs of abstract states. Moreover, if both abstract states
are B1-bounded and B2-bounded, then resulting abstract states is
B-bounded for any ball B enclosing both B1 and B2. Since such a
ball exists those properties are true for t.

Thus, we only need to prove that the transformation
(I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}) 7→ (I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }) maps bounded
sets to bounded sets and is continuous over them. The else branch
case is symmetrical.

The first property directly follows from properties of Minimum
Volume Enclosing Ellipsoids (MVEEs). For a full-dimensional
convex set S, 1

n
MVEE(S) ⊆ S ⊆ MVEE(S). Since our re-

sulting ellipsoids are MVEEs of subsets of a common ball, they are
included inside this ball scaled by a factor n around its center.

As for the second property, we note that the intersection op-
eration between a convex-set and a half-space is continuous with
respect to the Hausdorff distance. Moreover, one can show that the
function that computes MVEEs is continuous with respect to Haus-
dorff distance on full-dimensional sets, so Oi,j → Obi,j is continu-
ous on ellipsoids intersecting [[b]].

Now, let us restrict to a distance δ small enough such that any
ellipsoid δ-close to someOEi,j that intersects [[b]], also intersects [[b]].
A value δ satisfies this property if for every Oi,j ∩ [[b]], the furthest
point of b hyperplane is at least δ far from it, so such a δ exists.
We then restrict this distance to be lower than one so index sets and
weights must be identical.

Let (I, {wi}, {qi}, {Fi}) be any B-bounded abstract state with
distance lower than δ from (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}). By definition of
distance, we have

D((I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}), (I, {wi}, {qi}, {Fi})) =

max
i

∑
j

D((OEi,j , α
E
i,j), (O

F
i,j , α

F
i,j)).

Here we assume, without loss of generality, an indexing for sets Ei
and Fi such that minimum over bijective functions are reached at



identity maps. Then

D((I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }), (I, {wi}, {qbi }, {F bi })) ≤
maxi

∑
j D(((OEi,j)

b, αEi,j ∗ ρβ(OEi,j , b)),

((OFi,j)
b, αFi,j ∗ ρβ(OFi,j , b)).

In the above, in order to simplify notation, (OEi,j)
b is defined

as any padding ellipsoid when OEi,j do not intersect [[b]]. This is
justified by corresponding αEi,j ∗ ρβ(OEi,j , b) being zero.

To complete the proof (for the loop-free case), we only need
to show how to construct a δg such that for any such B-bounded
(I, {wi}, {qi}, {Fi}),

D((I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei}), (I, {wi}, {qi}, {Fi})) < δg ⇒
D((I, {wi}, {pbi}, {Ebi }), (I, {wi}, {qbi }, {F bi })) < ε.

This construction is somewhat involved and hence we skip it. Inter-
ested readers will find the details in the technical report version of
the paper [7].

Smooth expectation and probability The measures αi,j are used
to compute a smooth approximation of the expected value. Recall
that a sound upper approximation of the expected error can be
computed as follows:

E[xk] ≤
∑
i∈I

(sup(δkEi))wi.

In the smooth approximation of this expression, we use the
following expression in place of sup((δkEi)):

E#
β (k, (I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})) =

∑
i∈I

wsupβ(k, {(Oi,j , αi,j)})wi

The function wsupβ is defined as follows. First, let Si =
[(bi,l, αi,b l

2
c)] be a list that contains the supremums and infimums

of every δkOi,j with their respective measures; i.e., bi,2∗j is the
supremum and bi,2∗j+1 the infimum of coordinate k of ellipsoid
Oi,j and they are both associated with αi,j .

The function wsupβ is defined in terms of Si as follows.

wsupβ(k,Ei) =

∑
l

αi,b l
2
c ∗ bi,l ∗ e

bi,l
β

∑
l

αi,b l
2
c ∗ e

bi,l
β

Note that as β approaches∞, the function reduces to a weighted
average of ellipsoid centers weighted by αi. In the limit as β
approaches zero, on the other hand, the function converges to the
supremum. This can be seen by considering the equivalent formula

wsupβ(k,Ei) =

∑
l

αi,b l
2
c ∗ bi,l ∗ e

bi,l−bmax
β

∑
l

αi,b l
2
c ∗ e

bi,l−bmax
β

where bmax is the maximum of the bi,l, i.e the actual supremum.
When β is close to 0, all the exponential coefficients will converge
to zero except for the ones where bi,l = bmax, so the result will
converge to bmax.

Note that the universals elements should have special handling

here. Instead of using bi,l ∗ e
bi,l
β factors as for other ellipsoids on

the numerator, we use f(αi,l), where f is an increasing continuous
function with the properties that f(0) = 0 and f(1) = ∞. On the

denominator, e
bi,l
β are removed for universal elements.

A smooth approximation to an upper bound on the probability
of an event, specified as an affine boolean expression b, is defined
in a similar way:

P#
β ([[b]]) =

∑
i∈I

wi ∗
∑
j

αi,j ∗ ρβ(Oi,j , b)

From the definition of these bounds and from Theorem 5, we
have:

Theorem 6. For each β > 0, the expressions E#
β and P#

β are
continuous over bounded sets of abstract states.

This in turn implies the continuity requirement that we de-
manded in Section 3:

Theorem 7 (Continuity of Φ#
β and ∆#

β ). Assuming programs are
abstracted using smooth ellipsoids and that the abstraction of the
initial distribution is B-bounded for some B, the functions Φ#

β (c)

and ∆#
β (c) in Algorithm 1 are continuous.

Example 6. To illustrate the effect of α, consider the following 1D
example where ellipsoids become intervals. Consider two abstract
states that are relatively close to each other

A1 = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0}, {E0 = ([0, 1], 1.0), E1 = ([2, 3], 1.0)})

A2 = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0}, {E0 = ([0, 0.99], 1.0), E1 = ([2, 3], 1.0)})

Now, consider the following code

if (x > 0.99) { x = x + 5; } else { x = x - 5; }

In the original discontinuous domain, the state at the end of the
conditional would be:
[[P ]](A1) = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0}, {E0 = [−5,−4.01] ∪ (5.99, 6], E1 = [7, 8]})

[[P ]](A2) = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0}, {E0 = [−5,−4.01], E1 = [7, 8]})

That means that under A1, the upper bound on the expected
value will be 0.4 ∗ 6 + 0.6 ∗ 8 = 7.2, whereas the under the
slightly differentA2, the upper bound on the expected value is now
0.4 ∗ −4.1 + 0.6 ∗ 8 = 3.16.

By contrast, under the continuous domain using β = 10, the
abstract states at the end of the program will be:

[[P ]](A1) = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0},
{E0 = {([−5,−4.01], 1), ((5.99, 6], 0.01)}, E1 = ([7, 8], 1.0)})
[[P ]](A2) = (I = {0, 1}, {w0 = 0.4, w1 = 0.6},
{p0 = 1.0, p1 = 1.0}, {E0 = ([−5,−4.01], 1.0), E1 = ([7, 8], 1.0)})

This means that the smooth upper bound over the expected value
for [[P ]](A1) will now be

0.4 ∗ 1.0∗−5∗e−0.5+1.0∗−4.01∗e−0.401+0.01∗5.99∗e0.599+0.01∗6∗e0.6
1.0∗e−0.5+1.0∗e−0.401+0.01∗e0.599+0.01∗e0.6

+0.6 ∗ 7∗e0.7+8∗e0.8
e0.7+e0.8

= 2.87

and for [[P ]](A2) it will now be

0.4 ∗ −5∗e−0.5+−4.01∗e−0.401

e−0.5+e−0.401 + 0.6 ∗ 7∗e0.7+8∗e0.8
e0.7+e0.8

= 2.76

so whereas the original sound approximation was discontinuous,
the smoothed approximation changes only slightly when we make
a small change to the input distribution. As β decreases, however,
the smooth approximation approaches the sound bound, so for
example, with β = 1, the approximate bounds will be 7.02 and
2.92 respectively.



Conservative merges and widening One problem with the do-
main presented so far is that the representation of each Ei as a set
of ellipsoids can potentially double in size after every if-statement.
The partial order in the discontinuous domain gives us some lee-
way to define less precise merge functions that prevent some of this
blowup. For example, multiple ellipsoids can be replaced by a sin-
gle one that cover all of them without losing soundness. In the case
of the smooth domain, however, such an operation can potentially
introduce discontinuity. Our approach described in this section fol-
lows the same strategy we followed to achieve continuity in the
original semantics. Namely, we introduce a smooth join operation,
and show that the abstract semantics using the parameterized join
are continuous. Moreover, as β goes to zero (and every α converges
to one), the operation converges to a sound join operation.

In order to define join, we define an operation wcover({(Oi, αi)}).
The function’s input is a non-empty multiset of weighted ellipsoids.
Each ellipsoidOi = 〈Mi, ci〉 is represented by a matrix-vector pair
as described earlier. The output (Oout, αout) is a single weighted
ellipsoid with the following properties :

αout = min(
∑
i

αi, 1)

αi = 1 ⇒ Oi ⊆ Oout.
In order to define wcover , we first define a function wadjust

which adjust the size and position of each ellipsoid based on its

weight. The output O
′
i is defined as follows. Let cout =

∑
i
αici∑
i
αi

be

the center of gravity of ellipsoid centers. Then,

O
′
i = (α

′
i ∗Mi, α

′
i ∗ ci + (1− α

′
i) ∗ cout)

where α
′
i = αi

maxαi
. Note that the uniform center of gravity

of resulting center is now cout. The ellipsoid Oout produced by
wcover is then the Minimum Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid (MVEE)
of the ellipsoidsO

′
i . The computation of MVEE is performed using

an adaptation of an algorithm by Jambawalikar and Kumar [15].
Fig. 4 illustrates the merge process. Here, consider the ellipsoids

labeled 2, 2′, and 2′′. For ellipsoids 2′ and 2′′, α < 1; therefore,
during the merge they are “shrunk” to the small, purple ellipsoids.
Ellipsoid 2 does not shrink as α = 1 for it. Now we compute the
MVEE of 2, 2′, and 2′′, leading to the dashed red ellipsoid. This is
the output of the merge. A similar process applies to ellipsoids 1,
1′, and 1′′.

The universal elements are handled differently: they are com-
bined in a single universal element, with αi combined as before.

Now, let us add to our language a statement ABSTRACT ,
whose concrete semantics are equivalent to skip and whose ab-
stract semantics is defined as follows:

[[ABSTRACT ]]((I, {wi}, {pi}, {Ei})) =

(I, {wi}, {pi}, {wcover(Ei)}).

We can prove that [[ABSTRACT ]] satisfies the inductive hy-
pothesis of Theorem 5. Furthermore, this is obviously sound on the
discontinuous domain.

Theorem 8 (Continuity of conservative merge). [[ABSTRACT ]]
maps bounded set of abstract states to bounded sets and is contin-
uous over bounded set of abstract states.

In that case, Theorem 5 is preserved even if we add the conser-
vative merge operation ABSTRACT to our language. Now we do
the same for loops. To get loops to converge, we need a widen-
ing strategy. Our strategy is very simple. After a constant num-
ber of iterations, we widen our representation to the universal ele-
ment, then apply [[ABSTRACT ]]. To be precise, we replace every
ellipsoid representation by the universal element before applying
[[ABSTRACT ]].

Figure 4. Merge process

Note that this strategy is equivalent to peeling the first k itera-
tions of the loop and then replacing the rest of the loop with the
statement WIDEN (while b do S) followed by ABSTRACT .
This transformation preserves the concrete semantics and is sound
for the discontinuous abstract semantics. We show that it does not
break the continuity of the smooth semantics by showing that:

Theorem 9 (Continuity of widening). [[WIDEN (while b do S)]]
is continuous over abstract states and maps bounded sets to
bounded sets.

4. Implementation and evaluation
We conducted two case studies using our implementation of FER-
MAT. The case studies both come from the embedded control do-
main, and include the thermostat controller introduced in Section 2,
and a model of an aircraft collision avoidance maneuver [24].

FERMAT uses the SKETCH program synthesis infrastructure [31]
to parse sketches into an AST which is then translated into a C++
program that implements the smooth abstract semantics described
earlier. For numerical search, FERMAT uses the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex search [22] available in GNU Scientific Library (GSL) as the
underlying local optimization method.

Our two case studies were designed to help answer the follow-
ing questions:

1. Does our algorithm really compute better-quality parameters
(i.e., parameters that lead to a lower upper bounds on average-
case error) than those computed by regular numerical search?
Note that the outcome of any local search routine depends
on the starting point of the search, and we cannot expect our
algorithm to perform better than the competing approach on
all starting points. Instead, it is the distribution of the expected
error value, across starting points, that should interest us. The
question is whether this distribution skews to lower expected
error values.

2. In practice, what are the “highest-quality” proofs that the al-
gorithm can find?
Consider a probabilistic assertion (B; 1− θ), which states that
“B is violated with probability < θ”. As θ becomes smaller,
one would expect the task of finding parameters that provably
satisfy this assertion to get harder. The question is to find the
lowest value of θ (an “upper bound on the probability of asser-
tion failure”) for which different synthesis algorithms can find
a parameter meeting this proof goal. Naturally, this bound de-
pends on the start point of the search. The question is whether
the distribution of the bounds computed using our algorithm is
better than the distribution one would get running a less sophis-
ticated technique.

3. In our method, a search for optimal parameters is interleaved
with a search for a boolean proof. Is this really needed, or could
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Figure 5. CDF for upper bound on the expected value of the fitness
function for the Thermostat experiment.
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Figure 6. CDF for upper bound on the probability of assertion
failure for the Thermostat experiment.

we first find optimal program parameters and then establish the
boolean goal for these parameters?

For each of the two case studies, we compared three different
approaches for parameter synthesis:

• Smoothed Proof Search is the algorithm described in this pa-
per, where the synthesizer is using smoothed numerical search
to find parameters that allow it to jointly optimize the expected
fitness and the probability of assertion failure.
• Nelder-Mead with Abstract Interpretation uses a standard

Nelder-Mead numerical search to jointly optimize the expected
fitness and the probability of assertion failure as computed by
the non-smoothed abstract interpretation presented earlier.
• Nelder-Mead with Sampling also tries to jointly optimize the

expected fitness and the probability of assertion failure, but
computes these by running the program on a fixed sample of
inputs drawn from the input distribution.

Using each of these approaches, we solved the parameter syn-
thesis problem for the two problems 80 different times from differ-
ent random starting points in order to get a representative sample
of the distribution of solutions that each of these three methods can
produce. The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig-
ures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The rest of this section describes each of the
benchmarks individually and discusses the results.

Thermostat
Recall our thermostat example, where the goal is to shift the tem-
perature of a room from an initial temperature lin to a target tem-
perature ltarget, and the sketch to be completed is as in Fig. 2.
Here, lin and target are both probabilistic inputs. The distribu-
tion of lin is trimodal and bell-shaped with modes centered at 30,
35, and 50 and spread±3. The distribution of ltarget is unimodal
and bell-shaped, with mean 75 and spread±1. The parameters to be
synthesized are the temperatures tOn and tOff at which the heater

respectively switches off and on, and the heat h released in a time
step. Our safety property states that tOn is lower than tOff with
high probability, and sets limits on the temperature of the room.

Note that the code in the figure permits variables of discrete
types. This is syntactic sugar. When such a variable depends on the
inputs, we just cast it to a real. Otherwise, the compiler encodes
it using control flow—for example, the variable i in Fig. 2 is
eliminated by unrolling the main loop to a depth of 40.

Fig. 5 shows the cumulative distribution function for the ex-
pected value of the fitness function for the thermostat example for
each of the three methods above. For each of these methods, we
computed the expected value in two ways: a) for the lines labeled
“Sampled expectation” we computed the expected fitness by run-
ning the synthesized algorithms on a random sample of inputs. And
b) for the lines labeled “Proved expectation” we plotted the upper
bound of the expected value as computed with abstract interpre-
tation. Fig. 6, shows the probability of assertion failure as proved
by abstract interpretation for the solutions generated by the three
methods. Together these two graphs allow us to answer the three
questions as they apply to the thermostat benchmark.

The results are surprising at first sight; Fig. 5 shows that Nelder-
Mead with sampling is able to produce parameters with better aver-
age fitness than any of the methods that rely on abstract interpreta-
tion, whether smoothed or not. However, while the parameters led
to good behavior in practice, the resulting implementations were
difficult to analyze, leading to the huge gap between their empiri-
cally observed behavior and the probabilities that can be proved for
these implementations. This is reinforced by Fig. 6; for the meth-
ods where the search used abstract interpretation, the proved prob-
ability of assertion failure was close to zero for most instances; by
contrast, of the implementations generated by Nelder-Mead there
were 60 that had probabilities of failure greater than 2.5%, and a
full 10 that had probabilities of failure higher than 50

Of the two methods that use the results of abstract interpreta-
tion, we find that smoothed numerical proof was able to produce
better results both in terms of their empirically evaluated fitness as
well as in the bounds on the expected fitness can prove. The differ-
ences are not very big, but they are statistically significant. Using
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we computed a p-value of 0.027 for
the for the expectation upper bound determined empirically and a
p-value of less than 0.01 for the proved bounds respectively, sup-
porting the hypothesis that smoothing helped us find better param-
eters. In the case of the probability of assertion failure, the differ-
ence between smooth and non-smooth search was not statistically
significant (p-value of 0.25). So in short, we were able to find good
bounds for the probability of failure (Question 2), and the use of
smoothing had an effect on the fitness of the solutions we got, but
not on the probability of assertion failure (Question 1).

Aircraft collision avoidance
In this problem, we want to synthesize parameters for an air-
plane that performs maneuvers to avoid a collision with a sec-
ond plane [24]. The controller has four control states called
CRUISE, LEFT, STRAIGHT, and RIGHT. Normally, our plane
flies in the CRUISE control state. If it gets within a distance
δ(x1, y1, x2, y2) < criticalDist of the other plane, then it
starts flying left (in the LEFT state) at an angle of 45◦, continu-
ing for delay number of timesteps. Then it flies STRAIGHT for a
while. After delay2 steps it turns RIGHT, comes back to its original
course, and changes state back to CRUISE (see Fig. 10).

Our error value here is the total delay, as in an idealized setting,
our airplane returns to its course immediately. Our safety assertions
set a minimum distance between the two planes, and ensure that the
plane does not start the maneuver too early or too late.
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Figure 7. CDF for upper bound on the fitness function for the
Aircraft experiment.
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Figure 8. CDF for upper bound on the probability of assertion
failure Aircraft experiment.

Figure 9. Landscape of safe and unsafe states (lower values imply
lower probability of assertion failure)

A sketch of this controller is provided in Fig. 10. Here, the
probabilistic inputs are the initial velocities of the two planes. The
distribution of the velocity v1 of our plane is unimodal with mean
8 and spread ±0.1; that of the other plane is trimodal with modes
centered at 7, 8, and 8.5 and spreads 0.3, 0.4, and 0.2 respectively.
Our goal is to synthesize values for the optimal distance from the
other plane at which our program’s plane should embark on this
maneuver, as well as the amount of time that this plane should
spend in control states LEFT, RIGHT and STRAIGHT.

The landscape of expected error turns out to be fairly regular
in this benchmark. Nonetheless, the presence of assertions leads
to a discontinuous search landscape for an optimizer that aims
to find “safe” program parameters. Fig. 9 plots the probability
of assertion failures at various points in the space of parameter
values, as estimated by a sampling of the input space. Note that
this probability changes in an highly discontinuous manner.

Because the fitness function is a very simple linear function
of the unknown values, so the proved bound is the same as the
empirically determined bound for all methods, which is why we
only show one line per method in Fig. 7. However, we can see that
for this benchmark, smoothing had a big effect on the quality of
the parameters we were able to obtain. In terms of the probability

double aircraft(double v1,double v2) {
...
double criticalDist = ??(6,9); double safetyDist = 3.0;
double delay = ??(10,15); double delay2 = ??(9,14);
assert(delay > 0.0; θ); assert(delay2 > 0.0; θ);
assert(criticalDist > safetyDist; θ);
assert(criticalDist < 10; θ);
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i = i+1) {

if (stage == CRUISE) {
move_straight (x1, y1, x2, y2, v1, v2);
if(δ(x1, y1, x2, y2) < criticalDist) {
stage = LEFT; assert(!haveLooped; θ); steps = 0; }

}
if(stage == LEFT) {
move_left (x1, y1, x2, y2, v1, v2); steps = steps + 1;
if (delay - steps < 0) {

stage = STRAIGHT; steps = 0; }
}
if (stage == STRAIGHT) {
move_straight (x1, y1, x2, y2, v1, v2); steps = steps + 1;
if(delay2 - steps < 0) {

stage = 3; steps = 0; }
}
if(stage == RIGHT) {

move_right (x1, y1, x2, y2, v1, v2);
steps = steps + 1;
if(delay - steps < 0) {

stage = CRUISE;
haveLooped = 1; }

}
assert
(δ(x1, y1, x2,y2) < safetyDist; θ);

}
return(2 * delay + delay2);

}

Figure 10. Sketch of collision-avoiding controller

of assertion failure, using abstract interpretation as part of the
search had a big effect in allowing us to find parameters for which
we could prove good bounds for assertion failures, but again, the
difference between search with smoothing and without smoothing
were not statistically significant.

5. Related work
Symbolic smoothing of programs was previously studied by Chaud-
huri and Solar-Lezama [8–10]. Unlike the present paper, these prior
approaches did not allow any boolean requirement. Also, goal of
those papers was to find program parameters that are optimal for a
fixed set of input values — this question reduces to a function min-
imization problem of the form minc P (c). In contrast, our present
approach allows the program inputs to vary, and this leads to a
harder optimization problem.

Quantitative synthesis has been studied in the past by the
automata-theoretic synthesis community [3–6]. Specifically, the
statement for our problem is derived from prior work by Chatter-
jee et al [6]. However, the solutions provided by these papers are
restricted to finite-state systems, whereas our programs and speci-
fications are infinite-state.

Also related is an emerging literature at the interface of ma-
chine learning and program analysis. In probabilistic program-
ming [11, 19, 35], the goal is to do probabilistic inference on statis-
tical models written as programs, and synthesis of missing parame-
ters can be viewed as a form of probabilistic inference on programs.
However, unlike our paper, prior work on probabilistic program-
ming is not concerned with proving satisfaction of boolean proper-
ties. On the other hand, machine learning techniques have also been



used recently to prove program correctness [23, 26, 27]. However,
the goal there is verification with respect to a boolean objective, as
opposed to synthesis with respect to boolean and quantitative goals.

Another thread of related work comes from the embedded soft-
ware community. The closest match to this paper is Jha et al’s work
on optimal switching logic synthesis for hybrid systems [17] and
synthesis of fixed-point code from floating-point designs [16]. Un-
like our work, both these approaches focus on non-stochastic sys-
tems, and do not reason about average-case system behavior. Ear-
lier efforts on parameter synthesis in these areas include [13, 14].
However, these papers do not consider stochastic system models
and do not have optimality as a goal. While there is an emerging
literature on stochastic hybrid systems, researchers here do not ap-
pear to have studied the synthesis problem of interest to us.

Smoothed proof search assumes a procedure for sound analy-
sis of probabilistic programs. The particular abstract domain we
use for this purpose builds on Monniaux’s work on probabilistic
abstract interpretation [20, 21]. However, sound analysis of proba-
bilistic systems has also been explored by other researchers [1, 12,
18, 29], and it is plausible that our smoothing technique could be
combined with these other abstractions.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a new approach to combined boolean and quan-
titative reasoning in parameter synthesis. Our method has demon-
strated that both reasoning tasks can be accomplished using nu-
merical optimization. The discrete task of finding a proof can be
“smoothed” into a continuous optimization task. While this process
is unsound, we have offered a way to make it sound in the limit.

Although our approach has used abstract interpretation for proof
search, the idea of smoothing can apply to other proof search strate-
gies as well. We are especially interested in applying smoothing to
constraint-based approaches to verification and synthesis.

Finally, we are keen on exploring connections between the ideas
of this paper and probabilistic programming [19, 35]. Probabilistic
programming aims to allow Bayesian inference on models written
in a general-purpose programming language; this is accomplished
using a combination of machine learning techniques that do the in-
ference, and program analysis techniqes that generate auxiliary in-
formation about how probabilities propagate through programs. It
is possible that the probabilistic abstraction and symbolic smooth-
ing techniques introduced in this paper can be adapted to this end.
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